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NEUROLOGY TEST 
 
Blood pressure should not drop when a person stands. If a person's blood pressure drops more than ten 
points when he stands, rising from a sitting position, this is an indication of a weakness of the adrenal 
gland, which indicates an orthostatic blood pressure problem. Thus the adrenal gland, in its inability to 
pick up the blood pressure, causes a drop in the blood pressure, which can provoke dizziness. Other 
disorders of the circulation system can complicate the results. Refer if chronic. 
While it is not likely that you can make a specific diagnosis for the cause of repeated dizziness, vertigo, 
ataxia or positional imbalance, it is sometimes possible to help discern the problem by applying six basic 
dizziness and ataxia tests: 
The Romberg test: the individual stand up with feet close together, arms at sides, and then closes both 
eyes be sure someone is ready to catch the person should he or she start to fall. Client should not fall. 
Next ask the client to stand on one leg, eyes opened then closed. (Note which leg is picked. Usually a 
person choose the dominant leg.) Client should be able to stand on one leg with eyes opened, not with 
eyes closed. 
The past-pointing test: have the individual sit in front of your with eyes closed, holding out both hands 
with the index fingers pointing at you-, placing your fingertips underneath his or hers, tell the person to 
lift up both arms over his or her head and then return the index finger where they were (on your 
fingertips, which you have kept in place). 
The finger-to-nose test: have the individual stand up and, with eyes closed, extend one arm all the way 
out to the side, hold it out straight and ten quickly bring back the index finger to the top of his or her 
nose, keeping the elbow perpendicular to the body, test both arms. 
The finger coordination test: have the individual touch each fingertip with his or her thumb in rapid 
succession, back and forth, test both hands. 
The heel-to-knee test: have the individual lie down on his or her back and place the heel of one foot on 
the knee of the opposite leg, first with the eyes open and then with them closed, test both feet. 
The toe-pointing test: have the individual lie down on his or her back and point to various objects with 
his or her big toe; test both feet. 
 
 
SMELL FUNCTION 
 
We should be able to smell equally well in both sides of the nose. Sometimes there is a deviated septum 
or possibly even neurological dysfunction, which can have an effect on only one nostril. Toxic heavy 
metals, industrial chemicals, zinc deficiency and other mineral nutritional excesses or deficiencies can 
also have inappropriate effects on smell. 
To test smell, we can use onion, garlic, chocolate, mint, coffee, turpentine, flowers, tobacco, or a burning 
match. By corking up one nostril, and asking the patient to sense the different smells blindfolded, to 
identify each smell, is a good test of smell. The patient might also be asked to smell these at a distance of 
four feet, which can also indicate the degree of normality. 
 
What to Watch Out For 
If you are testing someone else, occasionally substitute plain water as a test material; it should have no 
odor and can help eliminate subjective or hallucinatory responses. If nasal decongestants od not open 
the nasal passageways within 30 minutes, do not repeat their use; put off the testing for another day. It 
is a good idea to test a smell function prior to undergoing any nose operation (rhinoplasty); in that way 
you will always be aware of any loss of smell as consequence of surgery. 
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What the Tests Results Can Mean 
 
Absent or unusual smell function warrants a medical consultation, or for no other reason than to rule out 
any underlying problem. If nothing else, testing smell function will let you know if you are able perceive 
odoriferous warnings of possible dangers. If you find you are unable to notice smoke it would be 
advisable to install smoke throughout your residence. 
 
SENSORY TESTSTESTS 
 
These sensory tests also help explain some of the many "sensations" of burning, tingling, pins and 
needles, unexplained pain or the absence of any feeling at all (numbness). And sensory testing can be 
quite valuable in detecting malingerers. Look for body reactions such as startles, shudders, spasms, 
muscle tension, pupil reactivity or others. Ask for verbal reactions, but also check body reactions. 
These are tests, which should be performed while the individual's eyes are closed or blindfolded, so that 
the tests are more objective. They can be performed all over the body surfaces and extremities. 
 
Pinprick: it is usual for an individual to feel pain of a slight pinprick on the body, and it should feel 
the same all over; at the same time, the individual should be able to discriminate between a pinprick and 
the push of a pencil eraser. If not, there could be severe or moderate nerve damage. Refer to competent 
physician. 
 
Light touch discrimination: an individual should be able to discern the difference between the touch of a 
piece of cotton, a small brush, the light stroke of a fingertip, and between coarse cotton and silk. 
 
Temperature discrimination: when two tubes of water, one warm and the other cool, are individually 
placed against the skin, a person should easily be able to tell the difference. 
Tuning fork: when the base of a vibrating tuning fork is placed on a bent surface (elbow, ankle, spine), an 
individual should be able to feel the vibrations for as long as the examiner can. 
 
Position sense: an individual should be able to tell when his or her thumb, fingers and big toe have been 
pointed up or down. North, south, east and west should also be noted. If the client is told which way is 
west he should be able to point north, south and east. 
 
Distance discrimination: when two pins or other objects are placed near each other on the skin, an 
individual should be able to tell about how far apart they are. 
 
Stereognosis: an individual should be able to recognize and describe the shape of a solid object (coin, 
button, marble, pencil stub) placed in the hand. 
 
Small-corks: this test is best performed on another family member rather than one's self, obtain four 
small corks of different sizes ranging from one-half inch to one and one-quarter inches in size, each 
varying by one quarter inch; after placing them first in one hand and then the other of a blindfolded 
person ask that person ask that person: using that one hand and its fingers only, to tell how many corks 
there are and then to hand them back. 
 
 
(Body Circumference) - (Fat Thickness x 3.14) = Muscle, Bone Circumference 
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 Muscle, Bone Circumference 
100-- = Percentage of Body Fat 
 Arm Circumference 
 
 
This will tell us the difference between muscle and fat in the body. We can now measure the body fat 
when performing the same calculation for midriff and thigh. 
Ideal percentage of body fat is 10 percent to 15 percent. Healthy people can have 10 to 25 percent 
without problems. Less than 5 percent (often less than 10 percent) can be too little. More than 25 
percent is too much. More than 30 percent effects health adversely. Forty percent or more is obese. If 
you are over 20 percent under the ideal weight, medical consultation is suggested. 
 
TASTE FUNCTIONFUNCTION 
 
To find out about the different neurological abilities to taste different substances, we can blindfold the 
patient. Then with an eyedropper, we can introduce a control of distilled water, and then some of the 
different substances, and see if the patient can determine the correct taste of each one. 
For bitter flavor use quinine. For salty, a little bit of salt dissolved in distilled water. For sour, vinegar. For 
sweet, a little bit of sugar or honey dissolved in distilled water. This allows the patient to taste the four 
basic flavors. Trying more dilute strengths can determine the strength of the taste buds. 
Do not attempt this if the patient has a cold, sinusitis, or stuffy nose, or if he has had alcoholic beverages, 
or has been smoking. This interrupts the taste test. 
 
 
VISUAL ACUITYACUITY 
 
The Amsler grid can be used to detect early signs of vision problems. It can also be used to prevent 
subsequent blindness, and to detect macular deterioration, which covers many diseases in the central 
part of the retina. Hold this grid one foot away from you, and with both eyes, stare at the dot in the 
center of the grid. Close one eye and see if the squares around the dot disappear. 
If they do not seem straight, or change in any way, then there might be a problem with that eye. Any 
change that happens in the grid lines is a warning that one might need to go to an eye doctor. 
Another common vision check is that of the Snellen chart. Here we are asked to read different letters of 
various sizes at a distance of 20 feet. These can be purchased from local optometry shops. 
 
At 20 feet we should be able to read all the different figures for the eyesight to be 20/20. 20/40 means 
that at 20 feet the individual can only read the line that someone with normal vision could read at 40 
feet, and at 20/200 he can only read the large letter that normally could be read at 200 feet. 
 
The vision of an individual with near-sightedness should be able to read typical newspaper print at a 
distance of 14 inches. Farsighted people sometimes need to have longer arms, as they move items 
further and further away, as they become more farsighted. 
 
For a simple test of astigmatism look at a vertical pole, if it seems bent, curved or broken, this could be 
an early warning sign of glaucoma, cataract, or retinal problems. It may indicate some degree of 
astigmatism. 
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Strabismus is a condition in which the two eyes do not perceive identical images. This is usually due to a 
weakness in the muscles around the eye. It is a common cause of diplopla; double vision. Some children 
show cross-eyes, and can be taught with certain eye exercises to increase muscular strength, and thus 
reduce the strabismus. To test this we have the person stare at an object 20 feet away, with both eyes 
directed to the same point. One eye is then covered, then uncovered. The covered eye should not shift 
its position. Neither eye should be closed, but covered to perform this test. The object should not change 
position. If the covered eye shifts or moves, it could be a sign of weak eye muscles. 
As the person stares at a flashlight two feet away a red-colored glass is moved in front of one eye. Even 
after covering one eye with the red-colored glass, the person should still see only one light. If, after the 
object moves that is covering the eye, the person sees two lights, this means that there could be a 
condition of diplopia, and that one eye has weak musculature, and is thus imbalanced in corresponding 
to the other. 
Another test is that of pupillary reflex. The pupil should react to light and dark. One way to test the entire 
optic nerve pattern is: with both eyes open, cover one eye, while light shines into the other. Remove the 
cover from the other eye. The uncovered eye's pupil should react to the light with the other eye. This will 
cause the light to go through the entire optic nerve channel to the back of the brain, the occipital lobe. 
Thus we can check the entire optic nerve and all of its bypasses. 
Step 4. In Step 4, the client is asked to direct himself in probing inquiry and soul-searching criticism of his 
life to find the sources of negativity, behaviors that have lead to problems, and in defining emotional 
insecurity. These often take place in bad relationship patterns, fear, anxiety, jealousy, anger, rage, 
mistrust, misunderstanding, delusion, too much worry, sadness, negativity, and a host of other different 
endeavors that the client is asked to pursue in a very in-depth process to uncover the little flaws in his 
character. This process brings issues into awareness so that these issues might be dispelled. 
Step 5. In Step 5, the client now is asked to share these problems and the nature of his wrong-doings 
with himself, with other people, and with God, in a directive which is verbalized to allow other people in 
a family or professional health group to help him to overcome these disabling patterns. 
Step 6. Step 6 necessitates the action of starting and initiating the process of this healing God-
consciousness direction. Realizing that perfection cannot be attained and that this is an on-going process 
throughout the rest of his life, to be able to deal with the negativities as they arise in his life. This is not 
thought of as a goal, but as a process which will continue forever and ever. By recognizing the lack of 
perfection through humility, we now seek to go about noticing the negative aspects our behavior and 
lives and dealing with them on a day-to-day basis. 
Step 7. In Step 7, we ask God's help to remove our shortcomings and to help us fight the negativity. In a 
day-to-day process, we must realize, in a humble way, the limitations of the human spirit and the 
superiority of the God-consciousness. We must ask for the strength to help us each day of our lives. 
Step 8. Step 8 is making a list of all the people your client has harmed. He must be willing to make 
amends for the harm. We also recommend that the client make a list of all the people who have harmed 
him and be willing to make forgiveness a key factor in his life - to forgive the people who have harmed 
him. Here we ask to make amends for our transgressions and to forgive those who have transgressed 
against us. 
Step 9. In Step 9, we try to reach out to the people we have hurt to try to make amends, talk to them ask 
for their forgiveness and do the different things that we can, as long as we are not hurting, injuring, 
bothering or pestering those people. We now forgive the people who have hurt us. We reach out and 
find ways to heal the hurts and negativities that have occurred in our lives. For some of the people who 
are hard to forgive, such as parents, teachers, sometimes even self, we ask to employ the forgiveness 
technique that was directed by Jesus, who said, "Do not forgive others seven times, not seventy times, 
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but seven times seventy." Ask a client to write down "I forgive "' seventy times for seven days on a piece 
of paper. This will have a healing and cleansing aspect on the soul. After 490 times, we really can forgive. 
Step 10. Step 10 is the commitment to make this an on-going process to look at the negative aspects of 
our lives; not just once, but for the rest of our lives. When we are wrong, promptly admit it and make 
amends when we can with our fellow human beings. As this expands, we can start to examine the key 
factors of our motives and increase our understanding of ourselves and others. This is a process of joy 
and compassion in processing the factors of our lives. 
Step 11. Step 11. is making the commitment to learn how to pray, meditate, and communicate with the 
God consciousness, making this a daily part of our lives and realizing the superiority of that Force and 
Power. Learn how to make a joyful noise unto the Lord. Deal with negativity in a joyful way. 
Step 12. Finally having had some spiritual awakening through this process, we now seek to help others as 
well as to help ourselves on a daily basis. We must realize that the fruits of action are produced in the 
seeds of thoughts. We must seek to work with our thoughts as well as our actions and try to make our 
actions and our thoughts more positive for ourselves and for others. We must come to the realization 
that the mind, the body, the spirit, our society and our environment are one, and that we do, at times, 
have negativity in our lives which need to be dealt with in a positive way. We must not succumb to this 
force of negativity. There is a force more powerful than we, that can help us to find the positivity, the joy, 
the compassion, and the happiness to make our lives on this planet a joyous and prosperous one. 
 
In going through these 12 steps, often times professional counseling is needed. We must emphasize that 
most people cannot complete this process alone. They will need group support, clergy support, 
counseling support, psychologists, and the like. Often times in groups such as Alcoholic's Anonymous, 
addictions are transposed with coffee, sugar, and other substitutes: This can also be an addiction 
process. One addiction process done not mend another. Substituting a weaker addiction might be part of 
the pathway to healing, but sometimes it can be detrimental. We hope that the people who have 
addictions (we believe this represents 97 percent of the population) can deal with them in very positive 
ways. We also heartily recommend professional intervention at every level. 
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